In the general case, the vectors in S(kt,. . . , k,) can be regarded as subsets of a finite set having n different typus of elements, k, of type i, i = 1,2, . . . , n. For example if we have a set of biihard balls, k, of color i, i = I, 2, . . . , n, then x = (x1, x2, . . . , x,) may be identified with the set consisting of x4 balk of color i,i = 1,2,..., n. The total number of balls in x is 1 x 1.
The arrays S are also useful in coding problems. If one is dealing with a transmitter that either transmits or does not transmit during n inkrvais of time, SK 1 , . . , , I) can be regarded as the set of all possible messsages; however if the transmitter can transmit signals of k, -t 1 levels of intensity (counting not transmitting at all as one level) during the ith interval, then S(k*, kz, . . . , k,) represents the set of all possible messq+. (It was in the latter context that we first encountered the need for our Theorem 1 below.) Now for r = (.Q,x:~,.. , r xn)E S(k,, . . ., k,) = S let Tso be the family of sets in S obtainable by removing o;je element from n; precisely, . . . . (x1,x2, .**, ~~-~-l,Xnj,(~~,~~,..~,n,-~,~,-I))nS* For any sub!;et X of S we define rX to be UIEX~x and use 1 X f to denote the natmber of e;,ements (of S) in X (thus "1 I" is used in twa ways). We we fl)x to denote the vectors x in X which satisfy 1 x I= 2, and if e s 1 X f , F(e, X), C(e, X) and L(e, X) denote respectively the fexicographically first e vectors of X, some ckjnsecutive I? elements of X and the east e vectors of X. We will become involved with complicated but very explicit expressions. If one will read them completely, we beHiei;e he will find them a h&p rather than a hindrance. For example, "if3, (2)5(2,2,3)),' shouM be read *'the first 3 vectors in collumn 2 of the 5(2,2,3)
array". (From Fig. I Applications inlrolving (1) in its full generaMy arl: to be found in 12, 4, 6).
In this paper we establish two more basic inequalties concerning the function 
For fixed e, 1 fF(e, (l)S)l is an increasing fmctiou of I; that is, for given An application of (2) is given in 17). In the special case k, and (3) are not new. For example we have given elementary of them in our paper [Z, p. 2321, where, as we will see different notation as inequalities (8) and (9). = 1, the inequalities (Z) but complicated proofs below, they appear in An uncomplicated proof of (2) in the Cc,, = 1 case based on the Kruskal-Katona theorern is pointed out in [9, p. 2471, This proof generalizes without difficulty to the specialcase k, = kr!== --= I;, = k where k is an integer exceeding I : L,et n, I<, el, 4: and ! 6 nk be given where er -t e2 = e G !(I)S 1, where S = S(k,, kz, . . . , k,) and each ki is I&. Let U be F(t!,,(I)S) and T be F(e,,(I)S). Let U' be the result of preceeding each element of U by PI O's and fet T' be the result of following each element of T with n 0's. Thus U' and T' are subsets of (I)S' wherk S' = S&l, kzr ..,,k,,,) at-d each k, is k. In the general case, k, G kz6 * l -6 k,, a parallel argument with S' = 5% kz. l l . , k, k,, hr.. a 9 k,) could be made if the gencratized Macaulay theorem h&j such S"s. But this is not necessarily so: in S(I, 2,1,2) one finds 2=~~(0202})#j~F(1,(4)S(1,2,1,2)j = fr{Ol12}f=3.
CW elementary proof does however generklize. The last several paragraphs may be regarded as an apology for the barbaric proof of our theorem.
G~rnWic preliminaries
The proof of Theorem 1 is made by exploiting certain geometrical facts concerning the array S(kl,. . . , km) and the array A&. . =, k,) which we introduce now. .A (k,, . . . , k,) is the array formed by replacing each vector x in the array .kQkr, k2, l . # , k,) by the integer where X is the set of all vectors in coiumn IX f of S(kI, . . . , k,) having lexicographi-ca% order not exceeding that of r and X-is X -{x}. A (3), A (2,3), and A (2,2,3) arc exhibited in Fig. 1 . Notations involving r-i [k,, . . . , k,) inherit their meanings from the corresponding notations involving S(kr, . . . ) Iin)+ P'or example, "F(3, (2)A (2,2,3))" should be read "the first 3 integers in column 2 of the A (2,2,3) array"'. If !f is a subset of A (k,, . . . , k,)) (we do not distinguish between arrays and the set of elements, which form them), XH means &,,&J. (Thus from Fig. 1 we have x F(3, (2)A (2,2,3)) = I+ 1 + 0.)
We now develop geometrical facts concerning these arrays. Contemplation of Fig. 5 shows how to construct S(kl, . . . 9 k,) if S(ka, . . . , k,) has been constructed arrd kg, 16 k, g kz, is given: one writes a first copy of the S(k2, . . . l IGJ array in *which each entry is preceded by a 0, folttiws it with a copy of S(k,, . . ., kn) transfatcd one column to the right in which (each entry is preceded by a I., follows it Q&h a copy of S(kf, . . . , k,) translated one more column to the right in which each is preceded by a 2, etc., until a (k, + I )st copy of S(k,, . . . , k,) is written in which each entry is preceded by a kl. WC denote these altered copies of Wk,, . . ..k.) by Si(kZ,**.,kn), i =OJ,...,h and will USC the notation
this construction. We Nave used the "1" tq suggest the diagonal nature of cyment of the arrays SJs2,, . . , k,), i = 0, 1, a.. , kra otation aud remarks are ~~p~ic~~~"e to the construction al: trbaotk,) an kl G ka (se:e Pig. 1 : me writes $3 copy of A& 2,. . , , k,), follows it with a copy of A (kZr . . . , k,,) translated one column to the right in which the single right-mast entry has been increased by 1, follows it with a copy of A (a,, . . . , k,) translated one more column to the right in which the single right-must entry hq,s been increased by 1, etc., until a> (kl + 1)st copy of A%k 2,. . . , k,) in which the single rightmost entry has been increased by 1 is written. We denote the first copy of A(kLlt . . . , k) involved here by A,&. . . , k,) and the remaining altered copies of A (k2,. . . , k,) by A, (kz, . . . , k,), i := 1.2, . . . , k I. We use the notation A&, . . . , k,)= An\r,,(k,...,k) (5) to recall this construction. These constructions are the basis of the induction proof of our theorem. We will use A I)\tk, ])(k2,. . . , k,,) to denote the result of deleting Ac,(kz,. . . . k,) from Ami,(kz, . . . , k, ) and wiil write etc. In particular
Certain features of the arrays A(kl, . . . , k,) are by now quite apparent:
iI. The result of deleting A,,(k,, . . . , k,) from A(k,, . . . , k,) = A,,t,(k,. . . . , k,) and decreasing the right-most entry in A I( kr, . . . , k,) by 1 is A (k 1 -1, kz, . . . , k,).
III. Let n 23 2, '. S I s k be given and let
or, in alternative notation, let Fur j such that 1 G j 5 m, 
lb=o.x,2,...K and in order to take advantage of the georpdetrically inspired facts whirh we have &vetoped above, we now retormuiate oup' theorem. n writing tF(e,(I)S) as the disjoint union one sees that
) thus may be rewritten x I+, (I -1)A) s xF(e, (/)A ).
Similarly, if C(e2,(l)A) denotes the set Inf (e, + l)th, (e! + 2)th,. . . , (P, + ez)th integers in (l)A, then
and (2) may be rewritten x C(e,, (!)A) s 1 IF(eJ, (Qs)I = x Fk2, (l)A Ia Thus rem 1 may be reformulated as:
Theorem 2. Let n 2 1 and integem itI, k;!, . . . , k, which satisfy 1 s kl s kz s l l * s k, be given and let 1, e be integers satisfying I. 6 1 QI k, + kt + l l l -t k,, 1 g e g 1 (OA 1 dere A =A(k,,kZ,...,k,) .
Then where C(e, (1)A ) &nofes any e mnsective ekments of (l)A, and cl5.wning e 6 min( I(E -'-l)A I, 1 (1)A 1). Also duals (using lust elements in place of first elements) of these inequalities hoId :
reader will perhaps find it helpful to ve:rify instances af these ineq&ities in 3) (see Fig. 1.) 'The elementary but somewj'tat complicated argume;nts which ere alli inspired by the study sf su:h airs I of f2; p. 2321 he wttl see that the fatter theorem frotn case.
Since the proofs of (8')
The gcnercafimd Mactrufuy theorem -11 2% the %,=kz-a+* ==k, = I case to the k, G k2< l l l G k,
and (9') may be obtained from the proofs of (8) and (9) by generally replacing "*fir&' by "tast", "increases" by "decreases" " G " by cl 2 ", etc., we write detailed proofs only for (8) and (9). We present their proofs as separate lemmas, We will refer to n-tuples kl, kl, . . . , k, of integers ; s admissible provided they satisfy 1 s k, e kt G l l 9 s k,.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the theorem holds for all admissible (n -I)-tubles. that (k 1, . . . , k, ) is atl admissible ntuple with k, 3 2 and that theor). 3: ? holdA for ntuples (k k 2 ,..., k,), k = I,2 ,..., kl -1. Ak,( kz, . . . , k, ) , we replace C by F(e, ( E)AL,(kZs . , . .'k.)). Since, except for its (single) right-most entry, the array A,,(k,, . . ., k,) coincides with A (kz, . . . , k,) (although columns are numbered differently) and (8) holds by hypothesis in A (I:,, . . . , k,), it also holds in Ak,(k2, . . . . k, ). Thus and replacing the given set C with F(e, (l)A,,(k,, . . . , k,:) leaves us with a set having a larger sum-of-elements. Here and in similar situations below we will say that the replacenent does not decrease c, etc.
Since (k2,...,k,,) l,(i) A(k,...,k,) ), i=I-k,+t,i-k,+2,...,1 and th replacements do not decrease :c since (9) holds in A (kz,. . . , k,). Fininliy we replace the remaining f = e -1 (I)A (kz, . . . , k-)1 elements of F(e, (l)A,(kZ,.
. . , k,)) by Flit, (I')A v&z, . . . , k,)),
where, recall, (I)A t&z . , k,) is an abbreviation fox (I)A (k,, a . . , k,) -(!) A (kz., . . . , k,) ). Since (8) holds hypothesis in A (k, --1, . II . , k:, ), i! holds a fortiori m the present situaI.ion in view of II; hence this replacement does not decrease x. It also completes the replacement of C by F(e, (Z)A (kl, . . . , k,,) ). Let j =/(Z) Ao(k,,...,k,) -C)f.
(If I > k2 -c l l l + kn, j is 0.) Now (i) If e2 aj, we replace F(j, C f7 (I)A,,i kr, . . . , k, )) successively by Flj, (1 -k,)Ao(k2, . . . , k,,) ) and then F(j. lii)Ao(kz,. . . , k,,) ), i = J'-k, -+ 1,. . .) 1. That these replacements are possible and C; not decrease 2 follows as in case b. We next replace the remaining t = e2 -j elements of C n (T)Ak,(kz, l = *, k,) by F(t, (l)&(k, . . . , k,)). Since I# K, (Z)AL,{ka,. . ., k,) is the same as (I-kl)At,(kz,. . . , k,), or, what is the same thing, (I -k,)A (k,, I l . ) k,). But (8) holds in A (k,, . . . , k,) by hypothesis so this ieplacenlent does not decrease x. Thus Ifar we have replaced C with (Z)Ao(kz, . . . , k,,) and a subset C' of sl -+ ez -i = e -j consecutive elements of (I) AI\k,(k2,. . . ,, kA) . (If j is 0, C' remains C.) We now wplace C' by F(e -j, (f)A & k2, . . . , kn)). Since (8) holds in A (kr -1, ka, . . . , k,) by hesis, it holds a fortiori in A I,t,( k2, . . , , k,) in view of II. This replacement fore does not decrease x. It al o completes the replacement of C by ..A,)). ,(kl, . . . 2 k,) by F(eZ, U)Alr, (~, d kz, . . . , k,) ). It follows as +r case i above that this replacement does decrease 2. We next replace the er elements of C n (I)Ao,+.Ir(k,, , . *, kR) oq t is the same thing in view of t, Cn (l)A(k,-~,k~,. .,,k,)= II (I)A(k,-1,&2,...,k,) ) with F(Q, (2)A (kx -:, kat l w 6 , kn)') -F(ez, (l)A ))* In view of (8'), which holds in A kr-l,kz,,.,,&,) by hypothesis, this replacement does not decrease 2. It also compleres the repiacement of C by F[e,(I)A(kr,.  . . , k,,) ). Thus Lemma 1 is proved.
If et < j, we replace all et t;lements of C n (I)At
We remark that under the hypothesis that the theorem h&ls for all admissible ( n -I)-tuplies kz, . . . , k, the proof of Lemma 1, upon replacing all occurences of k, by 1 and aii oc~urences of A (kt -1, kz, l . . , k,) by A (k2,. . . , k,,) becomes a proof that (8) holds for all admissible n-tuples having kr = 1. A paraHel remark also applies to the following temma. I,emma Z!, Suppuse that (8) holds in A (kt, kr, . . . , k,) for alC admissible k,, ka. . . . , k, and thul (9) holds for a11 admissible (n -I)-tuples kz, k3.. . . , k,. Let izdmissible k 1, kz, . . ..k. be given where k+2 and suppose thar (9) also holds for k, k 2 ,..., k,, k=P,,2. ..,., k t -I. Then (9) holds for k 1, kz, . . . , k,,.
Proof, Let 1,1 G I G K, and e G min( i (I --1)A !,I (Z\A f ) be given where A = A(W:,..,, k,). The fact that the arrays A, (kZr . . . , k,), i = 1,2,. . , , k,, are not quite translated copies of the array A&, . . . , k,) se zms to necessitate a proof by cases depending on what happens wherl I is near the number of the exceptional co5umn -*. that is, when I is near k, f k, + -. . + k,.
ff I-l:,&,+*** + k, + 1, neither {I -1)A nor (/)A involves elements of AO(k z,.. ..,k,) o-of A,(kz,.. . , k,). Hence if we delete Ao(k2,. . . , k,) from ACk I,. . . , k,) = &tl(klr..
. , k,) and decrease the right-most entry al A4k zl. . . , k,) by 1, the situation is not changed. But then in view of II, we are in A(kl -l,kz,..., &, ) where (9) holds by hypothesis. if I-l=k,+ * -+ k, + 1, neither (I -3.)A(k,, . . . , k,) nor (I)A(kr,. . . , k,) involves elements of Ao(kz, . . . , k,), so the situation is not changed if we delete A,b(ki, . . . ) k,) frclm A (k,, . . . , k,) 3 Anip,&, *. . l k,) except that we are now dealing with columns ,'s? + l 9 l + k,, and kx + 2 -= + k, + 1 of the resulting array instead or? columns I -1 = k2 + + l l + k, f 1 and I = k2 +l l t-k, + 2 in A (k,, . . . , k,). In view of 11, the resulting aTray is exactly A(k, -1, kz,. . . , k,) except that the first entry in its column kf + 9 ' l +r;-,istoolargeby1.WenowapplyI1ItoA(k,-1,kz,...,k,~ with kl f 9l + k,, in the role of t -3. Since I(QA(k,, w %., k,) )).
The first entry of column k2 + 9 l l + k, of the array with which we are dealing exceeds by 'r the corresponding entry of the array to which (11) applies; otherwise thle two arrays are the same. Taking this into account yields (9) in the special case &+zE~ +... + k, f 1. We henceforth assume f -1 s kz + 9 l l + k,.
If I-l=k*+ 1 l l + k,, then (f) An(k2,. . . , k,) is empty and (7) If this minimum is t = I(f)A(kz,. . ,, kn)l, we replace the first t elements of F(e.(Z -l)A(k,,.. .,k,s)) by F(tJ)A(L..,k)) or, what is the same thing, ;ve replace the first t efsements of (I -1)A (k?, ,. . , k,) by ([)A&, l e I T k,). Since (9) holds by hypothesis in A (k2, . . . , k,), th&.repIacement does not decrease x. We next replace the remair,;ng s = e -l elements of F (e,(C -l)A(kt, *. l , k,) ) by F(s, (I-1)A (k,, . . . * k,)). Since (8) holds in A (kl, . . . , k,), this replacement does not decrease
x. Finally, we replace F(s. (I -l)A (kl, . . . , k,)) by F(s, (f) A ItLl(k2, . . . , k, ) ). Since e s min(f(l-l)A(k,, . , . , k,)l, (14) Let j be the smallest of these integers. Bdh j = 1 and j = 2 are impossible since j = 2 along with unimodality implies 1 (l -I)A(kz,..., km)1 2 f(l)A (kz, l . , k,,)j con-tr8ry to (13) . Since j X? and e >j(i-l) A(k2,...,k,) , k, )). Since (8) holds in V dd.
. we replace F(s, (I-1)A , , k,)). This does not decrease If s > U, we replace F(u,(i-I)A(k,,. . . , k,)) with (l)A(k,-.,, 5,. . ., k,)-(1)A (kit .i.. , k,). As before, III shows that this replacement does not decrease x. We now replace the remaining s' = s -u elements of F(s, (I -1)A (kr,. . . , k,)) by F(s', (I -1)A (k., . . . , 'k,)), etc., until the original set F(e, (I -1)A (kl, . . . , A:,)) has been replaced by F(e, (l)A(kl,. . . , k,)) without decreasing I=. Since e < min(l(f -l)A(k!, . ..? km)/, I(l)A(k,,.
. . % kn)& i(l)A(kl,. . ., k")j, this replacement is poss;ble and (9) follows.
In the second wse, I s k, the argument is similar to the one just completed except that in place k>tf A (k,, . . . , k,) one begins with A {k, ). (A (k, ) is a single row consisting of 0 followed by k, l's; unimodality degenerates to 1 (I -1)A @,)I z= i(l) I= CL.., kh.) Thus Lemma 2 is proved.
T'heort?m 2 now foilows easily "uy Induction. For n = 1, it is obvious. If the theorem holds for (n -l)-tugles of k,'s it foi3ws from Lemma 1 and the remark fdbwing Lemma 1 that (8) holds for admissible rt -tuples of ki 's. Thexs Lemma 2 and a remark analogous to the remark following Lemma 1 show that (9) i-j?ds for admissible n-tuples. This completes the proof of the theorem. [S] C3.F. Ckments, Inequalities concerning numbers of subsets elf a finite set --FI, submitted Theory publicat ion.
